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“Health systems research is a field that takes on 
some of the defining concerns of our age – from 

breaking the barriers to access created by social 
inequalities, to reaching out across borders to those 
most in need of care, to harnessing technology so that 

more people can benefit. Every two years, communities 
of health professionals, planners, advocates and 

scientists engaged in strengthening health systems 
the world over come together for the Global Symposia 
on Health Systems Research to share their experiences 

and expertise.

Join us in helping shape the conversations and 
collaborations that will make a difference, and in 
making Liverpool HSR2018 a success!”

Kabir Sheikh, 
Chair of Health 
Systems Global
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Contribute to the largest international gathering on health 
systems. HSR2018 brings together leading policymakers, 
implementers and researchers to address global health 
challenges in a changing world.
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Health Systems Global is a membership society 
that connects the health systems research and 
policy community and contributes to the attainment 
of better health, equity and wellbeing.

We link and engage researchers, policymakers, healthcare managers, 
educators, civil society, the media, and donors from around the world to 
advance the field of health systems research. 

We create opportunities to strengthen individual and collective 
capacity for generating, sharing and applying knowledge necessary for 
health systems strengthening.

Credit: Dieter Telemans – Panos
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Global Symposia
Every two years we co-organise the largest global Symposium on health systems research. 
Previous Symposia have taken place in Montreux, Beijing, Cape Town and Vancouver.
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Where are our members?
We have 1,800 members based in countries across the world.
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8,461
TWITTER

FOLLOWERS

7,120
FACEBOOK

 FANS

2,667
LINKEDIN HSG 

GROUP MEMBERS

2,844
NEWSLETTER 
SUBSCRIBERS
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Thematic Working Groups
Thematic Working Groups (TWGs) are a key part of Health Systems Global. The TWGs 
are multi-disciplinary groups that provide a platform for discussion and the exchange of 
knowledge and experiences.

Private Sector
in Health 

Medicines in 
Health Systems

Supporting and Strengthening the Role of Community 
Health Workers in Health System Development

Ethics of Health 
Systems Research

Health Systems in Fragile and 
Conflict-affected States
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Teaching & Learning Health 
Policy & Systems Research 

Quality in Universal 
Health Care 

Translating Evidence 
into Action 

Social Science Approaches for Research and 
Engagement in Health Policy and Systems 

Emerging Voices for 
Global Health 



HSR2018
4The Fifth Global Symposium on Health Systems Research will take place on 

the 8 - 12 October, 2018. 

4Will bring together health systems researchers, policymakers and practitioners 
from around the world to the UK. 

4Host over 2,000 delegates.

4The five-day Symposium will take place in Liverpool, at the waterfront venue, 
home to BT Convention Centre, Echo Arena and Exhibition Centre Liverpool. 
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Theme: Advancing Health 
Systems for All in the SDG Era
The Alma Ata vision of ‘Health for All’ remains as compelling today as 
it was in 1978, as reflected in the SDG 3 health goal. But the world has 
changed in forty years. Despite improved health outcomes, there remain 
extraordinary challenges for health equity and social inclusion, such as 
demographic and disease transitions, conflicts and their subsequent 
migrations, pluralistic health systems and markets, and climate change.  
Political systems still marginalize those most in need. Yet there are new 
opportunities for health systems to achieve universal coverage. 

The Fifth Global Symposium will advance conversations and collaborations 
on new ways of financing health, delivering services and engaging the 
health workforce, new social and political alliances, and new applications 
of technologies to promote health for all.
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Local Organising Committee
Health Systems Global will host the Symposium with co-sponsors, supporters and 
a consortium of UK organisations led by the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine. 
The UK consortium members are:

–  Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine

–  ACC Liverpool

–  Action for Global Health 

–  Faculty of Public Health of the Royal College of Physicians of the United Kingdom

–  Institute of Development Studies 

–  London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 

–  International Decision Support Initiative, Global Health and Development Group, Imperial College London 

–  Nuffield Centre for International Health and Development Institute, University of Leeds 

–  Queen Margaret University 

–  School of Social and Political Science, University of Edinburgh 

–  Warwick Medical School, University of Warwick
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The Programme
The Fifth Global Symposium on Health Systems Research will host a full  
and diverse program over the week.

Organized sessions that explore 
current, topical issues hosted by 
the fields leading experts.

Satellite sessions offering a 
selection of capacity building, 
special issue and skills building 
opportunities.
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Opportunities to network and 
engage through social events, 
receptions and an active online 
community.

Poster presentations showcasing 
health policy and systems 
research from around the world.

A marketplace where
exhibitors will promote 
and share their work.
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HSR2016 – The Fourth Global Symposium 
At HSR2016, over 2,000 delegates came together to share ideas, evidence and learning 
on the theme of Resilient and Responsive Health Systems for a Changing World.
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53% of presenters 
were from a low- or 
middle-income 
country.

47% of registered 
delegates were from 
low- or middle-
income countries.

47%

9 out of 10 delegates 
would recommend 
attending HSR2018 to 
their colleagues.

9/10

9 out of 10 delegates felt that 
the Global Symposium hosted 
a diverse range of people and 
provided space for a balance 
of views and voices from the 
North and South.

9/1053%
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A global Symposium. A global conversation. 

410 USERS ENGAGED 
ON FACEBOOK

863 AVERAGE DAILY 
TWITTER POSTS

POSTS OVER FACEBOOK 
USING #HSR20163,197

4,153 USERS ENGAGED 
ON TWITTER

A TOTAL AUDIENCE OF:

23,251 users
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One of the most refreshing elements has 
been the visibility of policymakers in the 
debates and sessions.”

“This symposium is a place where people share experiences. 
So when we return to our countries, we will go back with 

determination, experiences, and many other strategies 
to support our states/countries, to help our states’ health 

systems be better than they are today.”

“It was a pleasure to take part in the recent Global Symposium on Health Systems 
Research in Vancouver. It was heartening to see how researchers and policymakers 

in global health are becoming more and more interconnected -- which is vital to its 
continued success and growth.”

“

“
A TOTAL AUDIENCE OF:

“



Organizing committees

Board of Health Systems Global

HSG Secretariat

Symposium Executive Committee

Local Organizing Committee

UK Consortium Program Working 
Group (PWG)

Logistics Committee Communications
Committee

Fundraising
Committee
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Sponsorship Opportunities GOLD
$US 250,000

and more

SILVER
$US 100,000 

and more

BRONZE
$US 50,000  

and more

CONTRIBUTOR
Between 

$US10,000–
50,000

Benefits

Partcipant registrations 3 2 1

Stall in the marketplace Stall Stall Table

Satellite session 90 min (50 people) 1

Mention at opening ceremonies (opening slide) Yes Yes

Mention at marketplace openings Yes Yes

Social media mentions Yes Yes

Acknowledgements
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        Listing In other printed material Logo + name Logo + name Name only Name only

        Listing on Symposium website Logo + name Logo + name Name only Name only
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Timeline HSR2018
Activities 2017 2018

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O

Announce Symposium theme

Launch Symposium website

Compose scientific committee

Launch call for abstracts

Develop scholarship program

Online registration opens

Deadline for organized sessions

Individual abstract submission deadline

Multimedia abstract submission deadline

Final program published
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Budget
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All funds are in $US
1600 
participants

1800 
participants

2000 
participants

2200 
participants

Scholarships and speaker costs $333,874 $379,070 $415,227 $451,384

               Number of scholarship recipients 175 200 220 240

Delegate costs $28,411 $30,723 $33,036 $35,348

Delegate catering and social events $302,759 $332,259 $361,760 $391,261

Symposium on site costs $466,188 $467,133 $468,078 $469,023

Symposium preparation and management costs $687,110 $681,898 $689,249 $696,599

Grand Total $1,818,342 $1,891,084 $1,967,350 $2,043,616
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Get in touch
George Gotsadze
Executive Director 
Health Systems Global 
g.gotsadze@curatio.com
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Credit: Tim Dirven – Panos
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